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APRIL 2020 NEWSLETTER
Website address: www.voicesisrael.com

Amuta No. 58-019-703-6

LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
Dear All
This is a newsletter which I was not expecting to write as we are now post the postponed Voices Israel
AGM (called for 24 March 2020) and a new president should have been elected. However, we are living
with the impact of the Coronavirus and all of us and our families' lives have been greatly affected.
As far as Voices is concerned your executive is trying to keep our ship safely afloat albeit that all our
activities for maybe several months will be virtual ones. However, our creativity is possibly enhanced by the
situation and we shall try to maintain appropriate avenues for this.
Until we can hold an AGM the current elected personnel are continuing in post and I assure you all that our
finances remain secure in the capable hands of treasurer Chanita Millman. Our secretary Linda Suchy is as
busy as ever if not even busier as she has taken on an added responsibility for increasing the Poets Page
during the present crisis. We are all aware how much the social media impact on our lives and for Voices
Israel. Mark Levinson and Judy Koren are energetically maintaining the Voices Facebook and the
website respectively.
You will see elsewhere in the newsletter a review of the 2019 Voices Israel Anthology published in the
excellent periodical “The Jerusalem Report”. It makes very pleasing reading and I am sure chief editor
Dina Yehuda and her editorial team plus the poets mentioned have got "nachat" from this. Many thanks to
publicity officer Wendy Blumfield for her initiative in securing this new development for Voices.
All the group leaders continue to encourage monthly group meetings according to the local circumstances.
Eli Ben Joseph developed a model that worked for the Nahariya group, the Haifa group has used a
different model and the Sharon/Netanya group modelled their meeting for March on a form of this.
Depending on how long we are restricted from holding meetings because of Corona these ideas can keep
regional meetings active and be an important outlet for our poets' creativity. I hope all groups will update
about their methodology of organising virtual meetings. It maybe that Zoom, which is successfully
facilitating a range of activities, can be used next month.
For the moment we are Virtual Voices Israel but I hope it won't be too long before we can hold our mooted
biennial residential with workshops in Netanya. This will also be the forum for the postponed AGM when
the nomination as president of Voices Israel for Judy Koren can be approved and similarly the 2019
minutes and accounts approved. There will also then be the opportunity to discuss and vote upon
resolutions received and hopefully to encourage some new personnel to become involved in key activities.
We still need to make the presentation of the Reuben Rose 2019 awards and the presentation of the first
Bar Sagi awards (which administrator Wendy Dickstein says will be announced very soon). In the
meantime, I shall do my best to carry out the functions of president as best as possible.
I hope that Klal Yisroel and all humanity have the health and strength to endure the Corona virus. Pesach
sameach and enjoy the freedoms that we have.
Sincerely

Susan Olsburgh President
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APRIL 2020
MEETING DATES, TIMES AND PLACES
HAIFA
AFTER PESACH
CONTACT WENDY FOR DETAILS

Coordinator:
Wendy Blumfield
Tel: 04-837-6820
Mobile: 054-524-0412
wendyb@netvision.net.il
BET SHEMESH / MODIIN
NO MEETINGS PLANNED

GUSH ETZION
PLEASE CONTACT MINDY IF YOU
ARE INTERESTED IN THE GROUP
RE-STARTING.

Coordinator:
Mindy Aber Barad
Tel: 05-4667936
maber4kids@yahoo.com

President
Susan Olsburgh
2/6 Zalman Shazar
Ramat Poleg, Netanya
Tel: 074-704-2736
olsburgh.susan@gmail.com

TEL AVIV
CONTACT MARK LEVINSON

JERUSALEM
TUESDAY, APRIL 21
VIA ZOOM

Coordinator:
Mark Levinson
Tel: 054-444-8438
nosnivel@netvision.net.il

Coordinator:
Avril Meallem
Tel: 02-567-0998
aemeallem@gmail.com

NETANYA & SHARON
MONDAY, APRIL 27
AT 7:30PM
VIRTUAL MEETING

WESTERN GALILEE
SUNDAY, APRIL19
AT 7:30 PM
VIA ZOOM

Coordinator:
Susan Olsburgh
Tel: 074-704-2736
olsburgh.susan@gmail.com

Coordinator:
Phyllsie Gross
Tel: 052-874-6880
phyllsie@hotmail.com

Coordinator:
Esther Lipton
eblipton@talk21.com

SOUTHERN
FOR INFORMATION, PLEASE
CONTACT MIRIAM

ASHKELON
FOR INFORMATION, PLEASE
CONTACT CHAIM

BERLIN, GERMANY
FOR INFORMATION, PLEASE
CONTACT BRITTA.

Coordinator:
Miriam Green
Tel: 05-7388640
miriamsgreen@gmail.com

Coordinator:
Chaim Bezalel
Tel: 054-674-5900
bezalel.levy@gmail.com

Coordinator:
Britta R. Kollberg
brkollberg@yahoo.de

Secretary
Linda Suchy
Haim Laskov 5/7
Netanya 4265605
Tel: 054-497-8812
secretary.voices@gmail.com
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Treasurer
Chanita Millman
15 Shachar St.
Jerusalem 9626323
Tel: 02-653-6770
millmanm@inter.net.il

UPPER GALILE
CONTACT REUVEN GOLDFARB

Coordinator:
Reuven Goldfarb
Tel: 04-6974105
Mobile: 058-414-0262
poetsprogress@gmail.com
LONDON UK
FOR INFORMATION, PLEASE
CONTACT ESTHER.

Membership Coordinator
Susan Rosenberg
42/46a Leon Blum
Haifa 3385209
Tel: 04-838-1218
susanndick@gmail.com

Overseas Connections
Coordinator
Helen Bar-Lev
3 Hairus St.
Metulla 1029200
Tel: 077-353-5548
helentbarlev@gmail.com
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CONDOLENCES
To the family of MATTHEW ANISH, may you be comforted among the mourners of Zion and Jerusalem.
Matthew was one of our most prolific poets. He lived in New York in the United States. We were so sorry to learn of
Matthew’s passing. May his memory be a blessing.
Matthew sent regular email greetings to the Secretary of Voices Israel. He always had nice things to say about the
newsletters and often expressed his particular appreciation for a certain poem. He was a member of many poetry
organizations and has poetry published in various journals. Community Access Art Collective, of which he was a
member, published a page about Matthew along with the following quotes from friends:
“Matthew was inspirational, intelligent, insightful, informative, and gave off very good kosher
karma. A man of deep cool cosmic thought. He was overall a decent, honest guy who wasn’t
about a lie,” Daniel Schack reflected on his friend. Jack Horowitz added, “he was a mensch.”
Matthew was old school Lower East Side, the best kind of “cool dude.” Attending poetry
readings, theater, live music, having conversations about religion, politics, music, books, and
asking questions to all he met, just one human being to another. He was a member of
Community Access’ Club Access, volunteered at The Poetry House, and until his death, wrote a
monthly column on collectibles for Barrs Postcard News and taught English as a second
language at BMCC. He published his writing on poetrysoup.com, American Tolkien society,
Beyond Bree, Jews in Space, New York Times’ Metropolitan Diary, amongst many other
venues. A member of our Art Collective, Matthew ran a weekly reading and writing
workshop. He was a dedicated fan of NY Giants and Mets. Matthew wished peace to all. Please
read his poems, drink green tea, and be kind.

Now I Tell the Tale
I have wandered
in imaginary kingdoms
and seen wonders
but now I am back
on the wavelength of reality
The years are not always kind
But the warm winds of late summer
are kind
It matters little
if the game of chance we all play
disappoints
Because the power of the life force
brings manifold strength and blessings
to those touched by its powers
Listen and listen well
to the sounds nature brings
to us
The cry of a bird
and its urgent flight
Shows us the way
to happiness and freedom
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Dream Song 1000
Last Passover I attended two seders
I liked one more than the other
Fighting continues in the world
and I do not think poetry will change that
I imbibed some matzo tonight
Hope it aids my health
I feel that peace is something to strive for
YES - peace is something to strive for
B'Shalom

To read more of Matthew’s work, visit here
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CALLS FOR SUBMISSIONS
Submissions open 1 December – deadline August 31, 2020. For Details and Guidelines click here
The Aesthetica Creative Writing Award is an international literary prize that is a hotbed for new talent
in Poetry and Short Fiction. Now in its 14th year, the Prize supports both emerging and established writers.
By entering, writers can showcase their work to key industry figures and organisations including The Poetry
Society, Granta, VINTAGE and more. Winners are selected for both categories and awarded with £1,000.
Publication within the Aesthetica Creative Writing Anthology, is also awarded to a further 60 writers whose
works are highly commended. Aesthetica is proud to champion new writing talent and supports its writing alumni
beyond the Prize, offering print and digital publicity and continued exposure across our channels.
Winning Writers is calling for submissions through membership in FanStory. Membership is $9.95 a month.
FanStory regularly sends information on all the writing contests available some with deadlines clear to the end of
2020. Here is a link to their website: https://www.fanstory.com/index1n.jsp
Tiferet Journal announced their 2020 Writing Contest April 1 to May 15. Follow this link for guidelines and
submission fees: http://tiferetjournal.com/2020-writing-contest/

Poetry on Planes Status Report 4 – Gerry Murphy and Peter Frey have sent a status report on this
competition. The full report is attached at the end of this newsletter.

CONGRATULATIONS
To – Joanna Chen, Ruth Fogelman, Hayim Abramson and Avril Meallem who each have published
a poem in English - and additionally to Ruth Fogelman, Avril Meallem and Hayim Abramson who each
have published a poem in Hebrew in ‘Amaravati Poetic Prism 2019’ International Multilingual Anthology.
To – Michael E. Stone, whose poem “He Is Place” was published in the Deronda Review, Vol. VIII
No.2, 2020, p. 17. See, here
To – Steven (Shlomo) Sher, whose new book of poems, “What Comes from the Heart: Poems in the
Jewish Tradition” was published March 2020 by Cyberwit in India. It is a collection of new and selected
poems about Jewish tradition and ritual. Click here for information on how to order directly from the
publisher. In addition, Steven’s book, “Contestable Truths, Incontestable Lies” is now available directly
from Dos Madres Press here or through Small Press Distribution here.
To - Hayim Abramson, Stanley Barkan, Helen Bar Lev and Ruth Fogelman for their poems published in
the winter/spring 2020 issue of The Seventh Quarry.
SPECIAL CONGRATULATIONS
Mazeltov to Miriam Davis on the birth of a great-grandson. Miriam lives in Nazareth Illit but attends the
Haifa group.
SPECIAL REQUEST
Thank you, Luiza Carol for this information: “Mr. Zhang Zhi, the editor of the Chinese multilingual
magazine "The World Poets Quarterly" and of many anthologies, kindly asked me to invite the poets of
Voices to send poems for his magazine. He translates the English poems into Chinese and publishes them
in both languages. He is in isolation now, because of the virus. He would appreciate some encouragement
anyhow.” This is his email address for sending poems: Mr. Zhang Zhi: iptrc@163.com
ã04-2020 Voices Israel Newsletter
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CLASS ANNOUNCEMENT FROM REUVEN GOLDFARB
FORMAL STRUCTURES IN ENGLISH LANGUAGE POETRY
The next class will meet on Wednesday, April 22, from 5-7 pm, on Zoom. The topic of this class will be the
“The Ode.” If you are interested in participating, contact the instructor, Reuven Goldfarb
(poetsprogress@gmail.com), to learn more and to receive texts and a link to the virtual meeting place.
Reuven also writes that the next poetry workshop will occur on May 6th on Zoom.
Call 04-697-4105 or write poetsprogress@gmail.com to obtain a link
and receive guidelines for participating.

NOTICE OF MAY POETRY EVENT IN MODIIN

(tentative due to Covid-19 – update will be circulated)
An American Jewish Poet’s Reflections on Jewish Identity, Zionism, Family and Ageing: A panel discussion and
poetry reading.
ESRA Modiin is happy to host Zev Shanken, an American Jewish poet, for an evening of discussion and readings on
themes of Jewish Identity, Zionism, Family and Ageing. The program scheduled for Monday, May 25th, in partnership
with Literary Modiin, is intended not to be a solo performance but rather, at our guest's request, an opportunity for fellow
English language poets from Modiin to share their works and their insights.
Shanken, a founding member of the 1970’s New York Havurah, is a retired New York City high school English teacher and
adjunct world literature professor at Kean College. He has published two books, currently available on Amazon.com and
Barnes and Noble.com, Memory Tricks and If I Try to be Like Him, Who Will Be Like Me?. Returning once again to Israel
where he spent his junior year at Hebrew University before the 1967 Six Day War, Zev is eager to engage with fellow poets
on questions of personal and national identity before an audience of fellow English speaking Jews who, unlike our guest,
did decide to move their lives to the Jewish State.
As Shanken writes: "As with many others of my generation, I have often wondered how my life would have been different
if I had made Aliyah in my early 20's. I would like to share poems I've written on Jewishness, Israel and family over the
past 50 years and see how my counterparts experienced similar issues. The poems I'd like to share, are divided into four
general themes: The Road Not Taken, At 72 I Visit My Father's House, Gever-Envy and Drashim."
English language poets who would like to join the panel as fellow presenters should contact program organizer
Robert Golub, ravreuven@aol.com or jrgolub@gmail.com (052-3715151)

REUBEN ROSE WINNING POEMS ARE AVAILABLE TO READ ON OUR WEBSITE
Go to our website, www.voicesisrael.com, under Reuben Rose Competition – Winning Poems Since 2004, Winning
Poems 2019 where you can read the poems or download a PDF file to print. Congratulations to all winners and honorable
mentions.
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From Reuven Goldfarb:
"Poetry is not an expression of the party line. It's that time of night, lying in bed, thinking what you really think,
making the private world public; that's what the poet does." — Allen Ginsberg

CONGRATULATIONS TO VOICES ISRAEL!
Here is a review of the anthology which appeared in the Jerusalem Report on 23rd March.
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New Zealand Blessed Wonderland
Clear powder blue skies
dabbed with fluffed cotton clouds
contrasting the glorious mountain range
peaked with snow and glazed with sugar frosting
above the endless forested slopes
a blend of every shade of green on the pallet.
The bright green grassy plane speckled
with sheared and fluffy sheep to match the clouds
grazing peacefully, spaced along the endless horizon.
Silence-tranquillity.
Sitting at the clean stone picnic table
thoughtfully placed at the lookout clearing,
a new sketchbook in hand
with a fresh metal box of sharpened pencils
colours that scan the rainbow.
Why do I attempt to sketch the picture
when nature's hand is far more precise?
Where the camera's eye captures the moment
and a video flows with the movement
and echoes the sounds?
Closing my eyes, I sense the sun's
warmth penetrating my shoulder
and the caress of the breeze
stroking my cheek.
I inhale the scent of fresh foliage
and listen to the flow of the clear water stream.
I feel the cold of the smooth carved stone
against my leg and I pray
or this moment of serenity to remain
as I drink in the cocktail of all my senses.

Pinpricks
Looking through my window
they stare at me
why do they look so earnestly at me
me at them
what lies behind them
trying to penetrate the candle power
of so early a morning
as the not-yet sun will enrich me
when suddenly they separate into sects
some larger than others
into groups
suddenly realizing
where are the arms
and why are those legs so thin
spindly barely describes their thinness
and wings?
It is me, dreaming, barely awake.
I had forgotten
to prepare the daily morning crumbs
spread them on the window sill
my newly found friends
await me.
Ezra Ben-Meir
Western Galilee selection
926, March 2020

Miriam Botzer, Upper Galilee Group
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FREEDOM –
A metaphor in hope of
post-Corona freedom
London 1945
Freedom of the beach
After days of war
Running in the sand
Singing to the wind
After days of war
The child shouts in joy to the waves
Freed from the shelter
And the smell of dust and raw brick
The night explosions
That shook her in her cot.

THE OTHER NIGHT
I knew it was a star
but saw it
as a diamond pendant
hanging from the moon

Susan Rosenberg, Haifa Group

Galilee 2005
Freedom of the forest
After days of war
Running through the leaves
Climbing trees, their monkey limbs
Hiding in the trunks of gnarled oaks
Dirty urchin-face
After days of war.
The child shouts in joy through the forest,
Freed from the shelter
And the smell of dust and raw brick
The night explosions
That shook him in his cot

Seashells
Shells from the depths of the sea
cast out by the pitiless tide
within their own depths still retain
a ceaseless sorrowful refrain
imprisoned forever inside.
Shells on a beach hope to be
picked out by the wandering eye
of curious children who will hear –
clasping them closely to an ear –
their melancholy sigh.

Wendy Blumfield, Haifa Group
Each seashell, a sad refugee
flung into a world not its own
recalls, though faint, the ocean’s roar
memories of its native shore
whispers of longing for home.
Judy Koren, Haifa Group
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SOOTY

Psalm

She's stunning
Fearful and cunning
Outside sunning

Hashem, You are there
Even when I don’t feel You
When it seems that life is a black hole
And I have fallen in
Down to the black hole of despair
Where I buried my heart
You are watching over me
Sending me trials and challenges
Which stretch my soul

Black as a cinder
With flecks of ginger
Sleek and limber
Alert and upright
A target in sight
She's ready to fight
And she's off in a chase
Increasing the pace
Her prey to outrace
No one can stop her
Faster and faster
She knows who she's after

I trudge forward
Looking for healing
Then a miracle
An aperture of acceptance
A window of willingness
A blessing of courage

Agile, intense
Taut muscles tense
Jumping over the fence

My heart is open again
To the light of love

Her victim is slight
But quickened by fright
Flies right out of her sight

Malka Kelter,
Jerusalem selection

Shocked
Her status mocked
Crouching, head cocked

Friends

She scans the skies
Tracing the cries
But there's nothing but flies

Across the ocean
I heard your voice strong and sweet
and then all was clear.

Naomi Yalin,
Haifa March selection

Driving
You need straight humor
and a God-given talent
in this mad world, now
Hayim Abramson, Beit-El
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STILL LIFE
‘Okay old boy
One more for the sidewalk
And it’s home to bed’
--Artistically photographed
Or perhaps even painted
In a manner never before seen
These nightly droppings
Might be hailed
At some museum or other
For advanced inspirations
And perceived by connoisseurs
As artful Still Life
For us here on the block
They are real life
And necessitate certain slaloming
When venturing out
After dog-tired folks
Have had a stroll down our street
Puffing on the day’s last smoke
Walking
Man’s best four-legged friend
Under cover of night
Multi Seasonally
Birgit Talmon

*****************
Caution Prevails
There's nothing
like humor
for dispelling your
gloom a
surefire relief
that's my belief!

If truth be told,
I'd be so bold,
As to tell you what I think.
But I lack the spunk,
To call you a skunk,

Rumi Morkin

And a dirty rotten fink!
Peter Bernstein,
Kibbutz Ramat-Rachel
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Children Are Stars of Peace
Dear Children, you were born with loving hearts
And in them star-seeds of peace
You are the future, you are life,
You do not want to die in wars
Like some of your fathers and mothers
Smart children, armed
With smart-phones and computers
You will shoot your peace messages
All over our global village
Your rapid fingers will bring us
What we failed to bring you A world where not one gun is fired
A world where each child is a twinkling star of peace
Well-fed and smiling at life.
Ada Aharoni: www.iflac.wordpress.com

********************
THE PLAGUE

In the City of Waiting

What are we to do
when we’re made to lay low,
No soccer game! No show!
Residents overcome by fear,
when above the desperation
God’s mercy is near.
Just an eensy weensy microbe
Has mounted a grim plague
against me, against you,
and I say pray!
Stop the clock!
Lay aside the shock!
Look beyond harsh repercussions
coming solely to mock!
And pray!
Tell the Lord of all the earth
You want His will and His way!

In the city of waiting
You wait
For “it” to come
A spur to metaphysical thinking
A coming of age
A catalyst to summing up
Just in case
And paradoxically
A spur to creativity
If not epitaph

Larry Lefkowitz, Modi’in

Betsy Ramsay, Jerusalem
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Corona
by – a loner
At present I'm in isolation,
a move I hope will save the nation,
not because I have the virus
but because it is desirous
since I am considered "old."
I have to do as I am told,
and stay at home – my kids agreed
all I'm allowed to do is weed
the garden, clear and sweep the path,
lest I arouse the family's wrath.
They've bought me veggies, I'm all set
whatever I may need – they'll get.
Events are cancelled, so I'm free home jobs all get priority!
Rumi Morkin, Haifa Group

dear One above
although we feel undone
because entertainment is down to none
no more cruising, flying or globe trotting
only seven crowned Covid-19 is still crossing
all continents and borders
heedless of all orders
to remain cloistered at home
one hundred meters is as far as we can roam
keeping two meters between us and the next
person grocery or medication shopping. the text
daily more grim and restricting
in the hope it will be minimizing
contagion and the death toll
this situation is certainly not droll
how can something so tiny
shatter global economy?
You have in fact afforded us
another chance where we must
try and reset
that with which we have been blessed
but regrettably polluted
and its resources depleted
coercing most of us into a rat wheel
wherein most feel
that it’s never enough
to purchase evermore stuff
thanks to this microscopic token
you kindly bestowed as an omen
yet another wake-up call
that if we don’t overhaul
our ways, our thinking and doing
it will eventually be the undoing
of our gorgeous planet’s tomorrow
for generations coming in tow
please endow us to remember always
what we’re learning these days
so you won’t have the need
to dispatch another virus so we heed
Channah Moshe, Jerusalem Group
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STREAM
The old man huddles on the cold stone bench beside the stream
Cuddled in a soft cashmere coat.
Rheumy eyes are faraway, lost in some other times
some other places.
He is fiddling with his buttons when our eyes meet
And I’m drawn to the warmth and invitation of his gentle smile.
We sit silently together and watch the ripples shimmy by
And he begins to hum.
Each note accompanied by the tinkle of the stream.
I recognise the tunes
And hum along with him.
He is lost in his reverie of a life, long lived
Each melody evoking some picture, thought or desire
Only he can see.
The old man’s grey eyes spill tears of joy or sadness or longing
Perhaps of loves lost and loves found
Or children in faraway lands.
Or does each note beat to the desire of his young man’s heart
To nights of exquisite joy
Or days of safe togetherness.
I can’t tell.
He meanders on through his looking glass of memories
And I sit beside him.
And in a moment etched forever in my mind
Nature and man are one.
His thoughts drifting through the consciousness of time
The stream idling through the consciousness of space.
I clasp his hand and hold it tightly, then rise to leave.
And as I go I imagine his musical notes dancing lightly upon the water
In the gurgle and splash they seem to blend
A little way down at the grass tufted bend.
Brenda Brett, Netanya/Sharon selection
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Just a Stream
swim in the middle of the stream
where no harm will come to you
where nutrients flow in abundance
where other fish mirror your markings
resist gazing up toward the surface
at the flashing temptation
of a fly fisherman’s lure
it offers only illusion, showy assembly
of feathers and false reflectors
nothing to see there –stay centered
stray neither above nor below your depth;
veering towards off-course protrusions
risks abrasion, entrapment, collision
the center of the stream insures safety
Wayz, Moovit, Maps…folly!
getting lost need never happen
simply undulate to the rhythm
of the rippling fins around you
and heed the speed
of the lap-lapping watery beat;
glide with grace
mindful that the stream is
just a stream,
not the River Styx!
yet, be ready
for the dark, sweet kiss
Judith Fineberg, Netanya/Sharon selection
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Lament for trees
Trees, we have coveting then abandoned
whenever necessity hauled us away to new jobs
and new houses in other cities
where the need to plant would arise all over again
Like spores of our journeying, like organic cairns
they defined our westerly trek
while cleaving appreciatively to new masters,
though obeying more cosmic laws than ours
We have committed arboreal euthanasia also,
two dying weeping-birches and two may-day trees
becoming our innocent victims,
creating further guilt-ridden notches
on our belt of intense regrets
If only our trees could have moved with us
been dug up, packed in giant planters
transported across country in a moving van
given a chance at a new life in a new place like us

Unleavened
for Mark Shapiro
You
adore
this
unleavened
unflavoured
so-called
bread?
You,
my
friend,
are
definitely
a
matzochist!
Seymour Mayne
sub-arctic Ottawa, Canada

And, with this final or penultimate move now pending
fleeing once again the raised axe
of insatiable city development
will our trees suffer the ignominy of history replicating?
All that journeying starts to appear futile now:
a meaningless quest for new horizons,
able to provide the security we denied our trees
We were but innocents though, in pursuit of the unattainable,
seeking perhaps our virtual elephants’ graveyard,
forever moving west, farther and farther west
constantly in need of whatever unknown sustenance
might lie beyond the next horizon
and after that the next, and then the next
until no more continent remained to be traversed
Don Mulcahy, Ontario, Canada
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2019 VOICES ANTHOLOGY
There are still copies of the 2019 Anthology available to order.

VOICES ISRAEL 2019 ANTHOLOGY
!! ORDER YOUR EXTRA COPIES NOW !!
VOICES ISRAEL
2019

Poetry from Israel & Abroad
Vol. 45

All our paid-up members have their free copy of the 2019 Voices Anthology, Volume 45 currently in the post.
If extra copies are wanted or if non-members would like a copy of this attractively presented anthology, then orders can be
submitted, and payment is possible by banker’s draft or by cheque.
Non-member charges are: NIS 50 (US dollars 25).
Member charges are NIS 40 or 25 dollars.
We prefer bank transfer, but payment can also be made by check.
If paying by check, please make it out to Voices Israel and send it with your order request to our Treasurer:
Chanita Millman,
15, Shachar St.,
Beit Hakerem,
9626323 Jerusalem, ISRAEL.
If paying by bank transfer: our bank account information is:
Bank Discount - bank No.11, Branch 159.
Account Number: 6624199 in the name of Kolot Israel (our name in Hebrew: Kolot means Voices).
Please be sure to let Chanita know that you have transferred the money so that she is able to assign the payment to the
correct account. millmanm@inter.net.il

*********
ã Voices Israel Group of Poets in English
April 2020 Newsletter
Contributions published in this Voices Israel newsletter and files linked to it, including in our workshop chapbooks, are the sole copyright of the
contributors themselves.
Any of the opinions in the content published in this newsletter are the sole opinions of the individual contributors and do not represent the views or
opinions of Voices Israel Group of Poets in English
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Poetry on Planes – Status Report 4 – From Gerry Murphy and Peter Frey
Note: If you missed a previous Status Report, go to www.PoetryonPlanes.com and scroll down to the
bottom of the home page; you’ll find them all archived there.
It seems incongruous, to say the least, to be writing a Poetry on Planes status report given what’s
occupying the world’s attention these days, but what journey of value ever took place on a perfectly straight
path?
Let us, per Yeats, entreat the horseman to pass by… and wash your hands.
So here’s how our Poetry on Planes journey stands currently: you will recall that in our last episode, we’d
sent the first draft of the book off to the big-time literary agent and were eagerly awaiting a reply. And
quite the reply we got…
The surprise was that he, by the detail of his comments, obviously read every single page... closely. Right
down to noting where we had changed the European spelling of a word to the American version. An
encouraging level of both engagement from someone with whom we have yet to sign anything.
The good news is that he liked it. He likes the concept, is confident that he can get it into airport
bookstores and is intrigued by the potential for future volumes, including V.2 of Poetry on Planes, as well
as additional versions written on or about traveling on other forms of transportation (buses, trains, etc.).
As for the book itself, he liked that too, thankfully, all 140 pages of it. But… ah, the inevitable ‘but’… his
opinion is that we stand a lot better chance of achieving these lofty goals with the standard 96-page format
preferred by publishers for this type of book.
So if we’re going to take his advice, and we are, it means returning 44 excellent poems to the ‘for future
reference’ file and re-ordering the remainder so they retain the narrative flow.
And his suggestions go on to recommend that the long paragraph bio on each poet that we included in the
first draft be reduced to a maximum of two lines to conserve space. Arrgh…!
At least the solution her is simple… put as much ‘Wow!’ info as possible (poet laureate, PhD, Fulbright
scholar, world traveler, makes a living wrestling alligators, etc.) into those two lines and direct readers
interested in learning more to the www.PoetryonPlanes.com web site where they will find each poet’s full
bio, story behind the poem, upcoming books, website links, etc.
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We predicted all this in our Status Report 3, which is why we still haven’t let everyone know if their poem is
being included or not; it seems certain there are changes still to come, and the emotional toll on everyone
involved of being ‘in’, then ‘out’… and perhaps back ‘in’ again… is entirely too much to contemplate.
So, we will continue our process; the second draft of the book will go to the agent shortly and we’ll let you
know what happens.
What has become clear at this point is that – for obvious reasons - our publication date is looking more like
the Spring of 2021.
As for you, please don’t hold your poems back from submission to other publishers, competitions,
anthologies, etc. As we’ve said from the start, we have no problem with previously published work; our
readers will be different.
Regards,
Gerry Murphy / Peter Frey
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